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Abstract. The James Webb telescope with a very high cost, seeks what has not been lost. The origin of what? while 

we waste what nature gives us and we have it in our hands, the greed that causes mental blindness and makes us 

mentally ill, prevents us from seeing or does not care that pollution is causing our possible end.  

Well, that only affects the poor! “We, the rich and masters of the world, have the resources to build bunkers and 

survive or build a ship and run away from this miserable planet. “Miserable by attitude, paradise by nature”  

The over consumption of natural resources and losses due to pollution today (21st century AD.), is perhaps 

insignificant compared to the historical waste in ancient civilizations, being its extinction the greatest waste of "HOMO 

SAPIENS". Through thousands of years, millions of human lives have been wasted in sterile wars and conflicts, moved 

by greed for wealth and power, even believing themselves to be the chosen ones or demigods in some cases, being the 

empires the most atrocious.  

Empires in their blindness have invaded, disappeared and wasted entire civilizations and cultures, in some cases 

more advanced than their own, including knowledge and wisdom that they did not have, in some cases still 

indecipherable in our time (21 AD.), wasting human lives.  

Some empires that were established by military force, use manipulation, intrigues, pretexts, insults, lies, false 

information and threats of sanctions, to "justify" the invasion. Others invade by means of leonine treaties in all possible 

areas and the "less aggressive" do so by economically "supporting" the country to be invaded. In cases where a country 

defends itself from direct or indirect intervention, harmful propaganda is made globally to discredit that country.  

The greatest sources of waste of human lives, are armies, public administrations with corrupt and repressive 

executive, legislative and judicial systems, some dictatorial, autocrats or manipulative “democracies”.  

Oligarchs of “emerging” countries, due to their greed and love of money, manipulate the politics of their country 

and deliver it to the oligarchs of the empire in turn through treaties, mostly advantageous for the powerful country, 

sometimes for centuries, it inhibits creativity, potential and development of scientists and technicians of dominated 

country, who only become servants of the imperialist, sometimes wasting thousands or millions of human being lives. 

Where the only ones who lose are the inhabitants of invaded territory.  

This does not mean that business leaders do not deserve to be rich, the question is how much and how to obtain that 

wealth.  

When an empire expands indefinitely, "holes" are made everywhere and it is the last to realize that its decline has 

begun; and in its fall, it seeks to drag others, including its allies.  

Keywords: waste, human being, lives, invasion, wars, loss, wisdom, empire, oligarch, armies, millions, corruption, 

manipulation, intrigues, pretexts, insults, lies, leaders.  

 

INTRODUCTION  

Productivity and work of human being has been measured in man/hours; however, this unit is too small to quantify 

the waste of human lives in negative, sterile and destructive attitudes and activities. Therefore, appropriate unit of 

measurement to quantify the greatest waste of human beings, should be, LIVES/HUMAN-BEING.  

The soldier of the empires, is inhibited and wastes his life and mind by dedicating it to a destructive and oppressive 

task against his own kind, for this it is necessary to make him mentally ill, due to greed (mental illness) of a few and 

infecting others. Many seem to want to become masters of the world, as has historically been manifested by the "great" 

emperors.  

It is unheard of, incredible and sad the greedy attitude of human being through millennia and that we have not been 

able to heal mentally. The worst, we have not worked to avoid it.  

"War is a place where young people who don't know each other and don't hate each other, kill each other, by the 

decision of old people who know each other and hate each other, but don't kill each other..." [Erich Hartmann, (The 

Challenges of Reason, WhatsApp)]  

REMARKS:  
IT SAYS: “they hate each other but they don't kill each other”. From the point of view of Anthropoecology, 

[Leonel Chacon Anchondo] hate each other because they have become mentally ill with greed, political power, classism, 

racism, etc.  



Lost wisdom and technologies. Mainly due to invasions and intentional destruction by the conqueror to impose its 

will, customs, language, including religion. Formulas, techniques, methods and materials used in its construction have 

been lost, with what purpose and function they were built, as well as their spiritual meaning.  

The greatest amount of lives/human-being lost today (2022 AD.), is in the productive, active, negative and 

superfluous economic population. Armies as a superfluous and sometimes negative activity, more visible and 

quantifiable, head this list, since, throughout history, there are billions of lives/human-being used in this activity.  

Perhaps the superfluous and negative current activities (2022 AD.), such as drug addiction and cult of beauty 

among others; altogether, they are as high as those of armies.  

In nature, the waste or loss of some, results in benefit of others, to close the cycle and maintain a balance. In human 

being, the lives/human-being wasted of billions of soldiers, slaves or payment of misery wages, for the benefit of a few 

aggressive, greedy and mentally ill, having the worst Anthropoecological imbalance. Perhaps due to a manipulated, 

perverse and classist formative education. Some say “the end justifies the means”.  

Many of those rich, with 5% or less of what they have, would live exactly as they do today with their immense 

fortunes; thus, the number of rich people would be twenty times greater, if we work honestly and in coordination.  

Today (2022 AD.) great works are done, just like thousands of years ago, all these works, as well as political 

decisions that do not favor society, does not mean that politicians were wrong, they are taken in favor of the political-

economic group. They are taken, disguised as progress of society. And when they don't know how to solve a problem 

and society claims them, they blame someone else (worldwide phenomenon).  
E.g., In the energy crisis in Europe; Ursula von der Leyen, (President of the  

European Commission), told Manon Aubry (The Left in the European Parliament):  

"Send your bill to Putin!". [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIz_KAU-sHQ]  

COMMENTS:  
Sam Osman: It was the EU that applied sanctions, not Russia. Von Der Leyen is deplorable!  

Toto Mangape: Sucks to be EU right now.... you people need to replace your leaders, fast, if you want to survive 

the winter.... lakshmi neuroscience: So, Ursula accepts that people have to look to moscow to  

pay their bills and not EU. So, what for EU exists.  

Ali Walil: LOOOOOOOOOOOOOL! How much time does the EU have left? :D 

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIz_KAU-sHQ]  

Empires have always played a double moral; they judge and prosecute others for the same mistakes they make. 

"They see the straw in someone else's eye and they don't see the beam in theirs." [Popular saying]  

Marketing: excessive diversity of patented products due to the "need" to be different and win market, it causes 

waste, because non-interchangeability of parts between brands makes it difficult to find used spare parts to repair and 

reuse a greater number of products. E.g., rims among the different brands of vehicles, among an infinity of products. 

Even when there are a large number of standardized specifications, the final products are not. Each one wants to be 

different from its competitor, resulting in "cheaper" buying new than repairing or looking for a used part, causing waste. 

And what is worse, a mentality of indifference to the waste generated, falling into a vicious circle of buy-throw.  

ANTHROPECOLOGY. It is the dynamic balance in the animal, intellectual, social, cultural, spiritual, moral, 

ethical, economic and political aspects of human being in conjunction with the environment in which he lives. 

[Anthropoecology, Leonel  

Chacon Anchondo]  

MENTAL ILLNESS. It is the generation of ideas and attitudes in a physiologically healthy brain, of human being, 

which places him above other human beings, inflicting damage in most cases and obtaining benefit for himself. 

[Anthropoecology, Leonel Chacon  

Anchondo]  

Next, the definition of brain and mind is presented to support their difference and that a healthy brain can become 

mentally ill with greed and classism.  

BRAIN. The upper and most voluminous part of the brain, made up of a mass of nervous tissue and which deals 

with cognitive and emotional functions and the control of vital activities such as movement, sleep, hunger, etc 

[https://www.google.com.mx  

/search?q=definicion+de+cerebro&ei=piU-…&sclient=gws-wiz, Oxford Languages Definitions]  

MIND. It is the set of cognitive abilities that encompass processes such as perception, thought, consciousness, 

memory, imagination, etc., some of which are characteristics of humans and others are shared with other forms of life. 

[Wikipedia]  

The brain is an organ that can be examined, while the mind cannot be seen or touched. It is the neurons that are in 

our brain that help us make judgments, reason, and shape our feelings to understand reality. 

[https://www.google.com.mx/search?q= definicion+de+mente&ei=10g_...&sclient=gws-wiz], [Oxford Languages 

Definitions] DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC POPULATION  

1. Positive, Superfluous and Negative Economically Productive Population.  

2. Positive, Superfluous and Negative Economically Active Population.  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8mnQ4zgq2jepS9BCzRefYg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8mnQ4zgq2jepS9BCzRefYg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8mnQ4zgq2jepS9BCzRefYg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8mnQ4zgq2jepS9BCzRefYg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNjcBJA5uE-fA-W-F2iZqnA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNjcBJA5uE-fA-W-F2iZqnA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNjcBJA5uE-fA-W-F2iZqnA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNjcBJA5uE-fA-W-F2iZqnA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj1q6vadCw1VGtVFD4C6IyQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj1q6vadCw1VGtVFD4C6IyQ
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj1q6vadCw1VGtVFD4C6IyQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9i2vbJBHRAQPIF4YPhTC8A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9i2vbJBHRAQPIF4YPhTC8A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9i2vbJBHRAQPIF4YPhTC8A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9i2vbJBHRAQPIF4YPhTC8A


3. Population that is not Economically Active or Productive.  

1. Positive, Superfluous and Negative Economically Productive Population.  
It is defined as the group of individuals who contribute directly to development of human being, through labor, 

transforming raw materials into products.  

Examples of economically productive activities:  
• Positive productive: farmers, factory workers, labor workers, housewives, public sector workers, technicians in 

all types of workshops, etc.  

• Superfluous productive: producers of sweetened beverages, army, producers of beauty items, workers in 

beauty salons, creators of movies and television, computer and video games, etc.  

• Negative productive: workers who produce and transport tobacco, drugs, liquor, pornography and weapons, 

army, etc.  

At the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century AD. direct labor jobs are poorly paid and 

manipulated through benefits that should be given as wages, in impoverished countries.  

2. Positive, Superfluous and Negative Economically Active Population.  
It is defined as the group of individuals who contribute indirectly to production of goods and services, through the 

administration and control of material resources and the economically productive population.  

Examples of economically active activities:  
• Active positive: administrative staff, vendors in general, public-sector workers, media, police, musicians, 

students, politicians, street vendors, etc.  

• Superfluous active: professional athletes, shows, various artists, salons and sellers of beauty items, critics, 

commentators on events of all kinds, video game testers, advertising, cinema, television, army, etc.  

• Active negative: administrative staff and sellers of drugs, liquor, weapons, army, pornography, delinquency, 

etc.  

It does not intend at any time to deny the necessity of its existence; however, if it exceeds a certain proportion, a 

society is created that values superfluous and negative activities more, making it classist, discriminatory and excessively 

expensive.  

Human being has given great importance to all activities that motivate vanity and vainglory; forgetting almost all 

motivation and adequate compensation for the workforce that actually does the work in production processes. 

[Anthropoecology, Leonel  

Chacon Anchondo]  

REMARKS:  
The social status of the direct labor contributor is considered the lowest and these individuals the least educated. 

When an individual receives an academic degree, he no longer wants jobs as direct labor, due to his low salary given 

perversely. Many of them fall into the classism that they are no longer labor workers, delivery drivers, dispatchers, 

bricklayers, etc. and underestimating those who do produce. Education and academic degree are two different things.  

3. Population that is not Economically Active or Productive.  
It is defined in this text as that sector of human beings who do not have an officially paid job.  

Currently. Mothers of families and housewives fall into this category; however, their work, more than important, is 

transcendental in the life of human being.  

Retirees become part of this group, although a large number of them seek other sources of work, improving the 

economic level they had before retiring.  

[Anthropoecology, Leonel Chacon Anchondo]  

Of the positive economic population: it is the population that keeps the economy and society stable. Non-

compliance and inefficiency in one's own work or as an employee in any company, is a waste of man/hours, which every 

day could represent thousands of wasted lives/human-being.  

Of the superfluous economic population: some of these activities fall within the recreation of human being, 

although those who are within this classification will say that their activity is essential. Excess of people in this activity 

is a waste of lives/human-being.  

Has any survey been carried out by any institution to determine how many people are working in superfluous and 

negative activities?  

What percentage of this population should there be, to prevent the inhibition of their activity from causing serious 

economic problems?  

Such as those caused by Covid-19 pandemic, 2019 AD. or other causes.  

 Many young people today seek to be in these activities so as not to be in the positive productive population, to 

avoid discrimination of being a "dishwasher" or  

“ranchman”.  

Of the negative economic population: by their nature, all these activities represent wasted lives/human-being, 

under current conditions.  

How many lives/human-being are wasted in negative activities?  



“In today's world, five times more is being invested in drugs for male virility and silicone for women, than in the 

cure for Alzheimer's. In a few years, we will have old women with big tits and old men with hard penises, but none of 

them will remember what they are for.” [Dr Drauzio Varella, Nobel Prize in Medicine, (WhatsApp)]  

REMARK:  
Mental blindness of human being is so big that this statement seems funny.  

Of the economic population that is neither active nor productive:  
unemployment, without a doubt, falls into this category; also erroneously, mothers are considered within this 

population, forgetting that the education of children is a fundamental task for society.  

 have mothers been made aware and educated in this task?  

The beggars and jugglers fall into this classification; however, many of them make more than the minimum wage in 

impoverished countries.  

Accumulating all types of waste, armies, police, excessive bureaucracy, superfluous, negative activities, vices, lack 

of training, etc.  

How much does it represent of the Gross Domestic Product of each country?  

LOST TECHNOLOGIES AND WASTE CAUSED BY TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT AND 

PRODUCT DIVERSITY  
Wasted civilizations: How long were the Egyptian pyramids useful? As well as other great constructions in which 

current researchers only suppose possible forms with which they were build: Pyramids of Egypt, Baalbek, Gobekli tepe, 

Machu picchu,  

Choquequirao, Ollantaytambo, Sacsayhuaman, Caral, Angkor Wat, Moais,  

Stonehenge, Teotihuacan, Nan Madol, among thousands of constructions in the world, the wasted value is 

incalculable, as well as the lives/human-being used in its construction.  

Technologies and knowledge were lost, perhaps due to greed of human beings, keeping “their secrets and their 

rights" for themselves without sharing them, to accumulate material goods, be richer and more powerful, as in the 

present (2022 AD). or by the destruction of the conquerors to implement their own rules and laws without caring about 

the wisdom that at that time destroyed forever.  

Great constructions and technologies of antiquity, which today (2022 AD,) are lost civilizations. How long were 

they useful? And why is there no more testimony than its silent existence?  

Brilliant minds of the empires, who because of their greed are going to loot and not help the conquered territory. 

Despite being mentally ill, they are still brilliant.  

Lost technologies: This is impossible and makes no sense! A huge 16,300-tons stela is found in an ancient 

Chinese quarry, made up of three parts, its total weight is believed to be around 31,300 tons. in Yangshan province. It is 

believed that it was made between 220 to 500 AD. but most of the works are attributed to the Mink dynasty in 1368 AD. 

[https://youtu.be/g8Q1CWvLFTI?t=10]  

15 ancient technologies that science cannot explain: the Roman concrete used in the Basilica of Maxentius. Greek 

fire, Damascus steel, Antikythera mechanism, stainless iron pillar from Delhi, Zhang Heng seismograph, Ulfberht 

swords, Phaistos disk, Roman dodecahedrons, stone spheres from Costa Rica, Voynich manuscript, Lycurgus cup, the 

Eulipila, Nimrud lens, Baghdad battery. [https://youtu.be/qTnB-nvLzGM?t=6]  

REMARKS:  
currently it is not clearly known who, how, why it was built and what technology  

was used, which today cannot be defined and it would be difficult to do so. Just like the 15 ancient technologies 

that current science cannot explain.  

“THE GENIUS OF TREES, INTELLIGENT BEINGS TO LEARN AND GROW”.  
“The genius of trees is that they understood from the beginning that there is strength in unity. I am amazed that 

after hundreds of years of scientific research, we have not discovered until today these cooperative strategies and how 

omnipresent they are, it is time to update our definition of what is natural, business students, learn to make their way in 

the world competing, they are taught to be good competitors, when in reality natural selection rewards organisms that 

know how to associate; in fact, cooperation strategies are those that allow organisms to adapt to changes in the 

environment. Imagine if the world were organized according to a new principle of cooperation beneficial to both 

parties, instead of by the rule of the strongest. During the course of evolution, this cooperation has allowed trees to 

break all records for longevity in the world of living beings.” [rtve, https://youtu.be/-vXyybvoju0?t=9, biologist JANINE 

BENYUS, minute 30:13]  

REMARKS:  
JANINE BENYUS, she says: "I'm surprised that after hundreds of years of scientific research, we haven't 

discovered these cooperative strategies until today." Researchers know well what has happened and is happening in this 

world; but, the mental illness of those who manage this world, from the point of view of Anthropoecology, prevents 

them from understanding the event. Just like the vicious, they know that the vice hurts them, but they do not want to or 

cannot understand it, so they continue with the vice, without achieving a change in behavior. And the worst thing is that 



in social and educational systems are taught to be competitive. “Inventions of antiquity, THE LOST SCIENCE OF 

THE BIBLE”  

“The story begins almost 3000 years ago on Mount Carmel in Israel, according to the Bible the Israelites had 

rejected Jehovah and worshiped Baal the god of rain, there was only one priest of Jehovah left, the prophet "Elijah went 

with the people and said if the lord is god follow him; but if Baal is god, follow him and the people said nothing” and he 

said, bring your prophet of Baal and let's see who is the true god, Elijah gave them a challenge, the prophets of Baal 

would build altars and call their gods for them to light them and the prophets of Baal failed and no fire appeared. Elijah 

had an altar built with a trench filled with wood to fill it with water and said; Fill four jars with water and empty them 

on the altar on the wood. Do it three times and then pray to God, save us answer our prayers” fire came from heaven 

and consumed the whole area, Elijah made them believe in God again, fire on an altar soaked in water.”  

“What substance could they have had in the ancient world that displayed such SUPERNATURAL ability? 

Documents from the year 232 BC. give clues about the mystical substance of automatic fire, Julio Africano spoke about 

automatic fire, perhaps it is a mixture of naphtha, sulfur and quicklime THE RECIPES FOR AUTOMATIC FIRE WERE 

ALWAYS VERY WELL KEPT and the secret remained hidden again by hundreds of years, until in the first century of our 

era, Pliny and Libyan wrote about this magical mixture that was lit with water.”  

“Using these stories and the chemicals they described, an attempt will be made to create automatic fire. Tim 

Gallagher, head of chemistry at the University of Bristol England will try to create the phenomenon using the 

substances available at the time of Elijah, quicklime (calcium oxide), sulfur, naphtha, water and wood that are 

mentioned in ancient texts, the sulfur and naphtha are found naturally and lime is obtained by burning limestone, their 

reaction generates so much heat that it ignites combustible materials. In practice this experiment had not been done for 

thousands of years. "This does not prove that Elijah created fire that way, what it tells us is that it is a possible way of 

having created it," the ancients knew the reaction of quicklime and water, they had naphtha and sulfur and there is the 

possibility that they I would have created that way. People thousands of years ago already had knowledge about 

substances and their reactions, but how they used this knowledge and HOW MUCH  

SECRET WISDOM HAS BEEN LOST, will never be known.” [https://youtu.be/Ww9 GZLnLQsw?t=572, (Minutes 

19:48 to 27:36)]  

REMARKS:  
The same report says, MANIPULATION, that they presented themselves as  

"SUPERNATURAL capacities". Well kept secrets “THE RECIPES FOR THE  

AUTOMATIC FIRE WERE ALWAYS VERY WELL KEPT”. It is clear that this "secret" is a triviality for today's 

science (2022 AD.). Just as this event remained hidden, the great constructions are evidence of a great amount of lost 

wisdom that is not known about it and without a doubt there must be others that are totally ignored that they existed.  

How many lives/human-being is equivalent the loss of that knowledge?  

How many scientific and technological “secrets” (patents) are currently (2022 AD) well-kept due to the same 

greed as in ancient times?  
This perennial greed shows us that we have not healed mentally.  

WASTE CAUSED BY TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT  
“People prefer a soap opera or gossip show to an educational documentary, thus wasting minds and talents.” [Dr. 

Sabino Velazquez Trujillo, Technological Institute of Tuxtla  

Gutierrez]  

 Industrial production system is aimed at making money regardless of the consequences in the future and not too far 

away. It can be said that greed has blinded us and made us mentally ill and at the same time, through propaganda, they 

have made society mentally ill with consumerism.  

Today (2022 AD) human being insists on producing for producing to earn more money, we want to "live better", 

generating waste, many articles are discarded, still having several years of useful life, they prefer new articles to "wait" 

to repair the used one, sending it to the garbage. e.g., cars and clothing, fashion tells us to change and we just do it. 

Electrical and electronic items should be reused, designing repairable products, currently a large number of items are 

wasted, since the manufacturer in its marketing does not offer repair, due to the failure of a component, at least 95% are 

thrown away components in very good condition.  

Instructive Educational System and the industry have not been concerned with the training of independent 

technicians, they do not know how the central control of a car works correctly, so the small workshops will disappear, 

leaving only the distributors to fix the vehicles, whose quantity, are not enough, this is concentration of resources. If 

people don't have jobs, the market won't sell their products.  

1. “The truth about fast fashion - Are fashion manufacturers lying to their customers?”  
“Fast, cheap fashion that is rarely worn and quickly discarded leaves huge mountains of old clothes. Suppliers 

promise sustainability and recycling. Do the promises of making new clothes from old fabrics make sense? Every year 

more than 120,000 million garments are produced worldwide. Mountains of clothing waste accumulate. Fast fashion 

industry is largely responsible for this. Whereas four collections were launched a year before, low-cost chains now 

produce up to 52 microcollections. Environmental organizations have long criticized the waste of resources and the 



large amounts of textile waste it generates. Greenpeace demands an end to the "fast fashion drug and according to a 

study, they estimate that 40% of clothing is never worn". Suppliers promise their customers sustainable management 

and propagate a recycling system for used clothing. But the reality is that the mountains of garments are increasingly 

overloading the recycling plants and the disposal system is on the verge of collapse.”  

“Legislation says that old clothes must be burned in special facilities and pay for it; however, they still sell it for 30 

euros a ton, illegally and it ends up being used as fuel in domestic stoves. Advertising promises something new made 

with used clothes, the truth is that they want to pretend something that is not true, the recycling of clothes to make new 

clothes, it is practically non-existent.”  

“What measures are politicians adopting to deal with the problem of the avalanche of textile waste?” [DW 

Documentary is a German public broadcasting service. Wikipedia, Oct  

19, 2021, #dwdocumentary #documentalgratis #fashion, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y18  

UAF8M68, https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=The+truth+about+la+mode+r%C3% A1ask]  

2. “Documentary Buy, throw away, buy. - Consumerism and manipulation”.  
"Batteries that 'die' 18 months after being released, printers that crash when they reach a certain number of prints, 

light bulbs that burn out after a thousand hours... Why, despite technological advances, do consumer products last less 

and less? Do you want to know where they end up?”  

"Buy, throw away, buy; a documentary that reveals the secret: planned obsolescence, the engine of the modern 

economy. Filmed in Spain, France, Germany, the United States and Ghana, it takes a journey through the history of a 

business practice that consists of the deliberate reduction of the life of a product to increase its consumption because, as 

an influential North American advertising magazine already published in 1928, ‘an article that does not wear out is a 

tragedy for business’.  
[https://youtu.be/mUaCLzbDgm0?t=168, by Cosima Dannoritzer, 4 Nov 2012]  

The expression: "an article that does not wear is a tragedy for business", was published by PRINTERS' INK 

magazine in New York, on May 10, 1928 ".  

[Youtube.com/Watch?v=jpSTx-ZFR34]  

REMARK: This expression is unfailing proof of the greed of business.  

3. “The recycling myth”.  
“Garbage islands in the ocean. Sea turtles choking on straws. Plastic mountains in Asia. Consumer goods industry 

has declared that it knows how to solve the problem: more recycling. More and more bottles, packets, sachets and 

containers we buy are emblazoned with the words ‘100% recyclable’ as brands compete to assure consumers that their 

purchases are ‘guilt-free’. But, despite the fact that there is more and more supposedly ‘recyclable’ packaging, almost 

none of the packaging we buy is made from recycled material.”  

“If recycling really is the solution to the plastic flood, why is more virgin plastic being produced than ever?”  

“Plastic waste is not a valuable resource waiting to be turned into a new item. It's a toxic problem to get rid of, and 

the ‘recycling’ industry is designed to do just that, as cheaply as possible”. [https://youtu.be/SDi7Na4rQ20?t=19, 

broadcast by RTVE2 02/19/2022]  

4.” WHERE DOES CANADA HIDE ITS TRASH? The dirty secret of the world”.  
“What they throw away in Canada might surprise you, but not as much as where they throw that waste, from 

televisions to vehicles and in what quantity! Not to mention the effects this has on the world. Canada leads the 

developed world in per capita garbage production. What is behind our nation's wasteful ways?” [https://youtu.be  

/ZWbOqDVvyd8?t=572, TheMXFam, Oct 16, 2021]  

5. “Largest waste producing countries worldwide per capita 2019.”  
“Worldwide, the biggest producer of waste per capita is Canada. At an estimated 36.1 metric tons per year, this 

was 10 metric tons more per capita than the United States. Canada produces an estimated 1.33 billion metric tons of 

waste per year, with  

1.12 billion metric tons of this generated by industrial waste.”  

“The volumes of waste shown include municipal solid waste (MSW), but also special waste. Special waste includes 

industrial, medical, E-waste, hazardous and agricultural waste. In comparison, the United States is the leading 

producer of daily municipal solid waste per capita worldwide.” [https://www.statista.com/statistics/1168066 /largest-

waste-producing-countries-worldwide-per-capita/]  

REMARKS:  
Manufacturers promise recycling and sustainability without further arguments, the enriched countries are the most 

consumerist, their people buy to buy, throw away; they send thousands of tons of all kinds of electronics and clothing to 

the dumps of impoverished countries and maintain the image of "flawlessness and neatness" in theirs.  

For what REA$ON do politicians from impoverished countries agree to receive all kinds of garbage?  

Enriched countries are used to wasting articles, e.g., automobiles, for the sole fact of exchanging and discarding the 

one that still has several years of useful life, they prefer new articles, since with credit, they will get a new one.  

Many inhabitants of rich countries do not know that the excess of their resources, largely comes from exploitation 

of impoverished countries. In the former there are corrupters and, in the latter, corrupt.  



Politicians of impoverished countries import products that rich countries have leftover at very competitive prices, 

affecting above all small producers of impoverished country; while rich countries have large amounts of food produced 

in impoverished countries at very low costs and import it into their country.  

Natives of the jungle live for the day, nature will provide for tomorrow, they do not waste or accumulate. Hoarding 

is prone to waste.  
Never in recorded history has human beings wasted as many resources as they have in the last century.  

Few societies and some people in consumer societies, use the entire useful life of clothing and electronic items, 

sometimes repair them, receiving the nickname of stingy or poor.  

PRODUCTS HARMFUL TO HEALTH  

“Dirty secret that Coca Cola does not want you to know.”  
“On average, a Mexican consumes more than 2 liters of Coca-Cola a day and more than 800 liters a year. Mexico 

is experiencing a true diabetes emergency and a serious obesity problem. Children grow up drinking Coca-Cola. The 

reason is very simple, first they steal our water and then sell us what was ours, but in the form of cheap poison: A liter 

of Coca-Cola is cheaper than a liter of milk and even a liter of water.” “The American Heart Association recommends 

consuming no more than 5 to 7 tablespoons of sugar per day. In a 600ml bottle of Coca Cola, there are an average of  

12.5 tablespoons of sugar.” [TheMXFam, May 14 2022, https://www.patreon.com/The Mexican Family, 

https://youtu.be/GQyRMtkIGEA?t=37]  

REMARKS:  
Not only sweetened drinks are harmful to health; but also, a large number of canned products, due to preservatives 

and sweeteners they contain. Information on this, can be found on the label itself.  

CURRENT ARMIES, HISTORY OF EMPIRE AND ITS ATTROCITIES  
Repressive actions of empires in invaded territories, evidently, they do everything in FOREIGN TERRITORY, 

from which they take all possible advantage, without caring about the damage inflicted on people and much less on the 

environment. Some actions that apply to their subjugated, apply equally to the interior of their society, very selectively, 

[The kingmaker’s daughter, Philippa Gregory] and unfortunately mentally ill the invaded society that ends up applying 

the same practices, such as discrimination, racism etc.  

“The 25 most powerful armies in the world right now”  
[https://www.businessinsider.es/estos-son-25-ejercitos-mas-poderosos-todo-mundo-193570, updated March 14, 

2022, Christopher Woody, Business Insider]  

REPORT SUMMARY:  
Population: 4,820,769,537 (of those 25 countries)  

Military personnel: 28,789,011  

Defense budget: 1,715,358 million dollars  

28,789,011 / 4,820,769,537 = 0.00597187  

This implies 5.97 of every 1000 inhabitants in those 25 countries, belong to the army, with respect to its total 

population.  

"Who are the young"  
“Currently, there are 1.2 billion young people between the ages of 15 and 24, 16% of the world's population. By 

2030, the deadline for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), it is estimated that the number of young people will 

have increased by  

7%, reaching almost 1.3 billion.” [https://www.un.org/es/global-issues/youth]  

REPORT SUMMARY:  
15 to 24 years, 16%,  

15 – 24 = |-9| = 9  

16% / 9 = 1.778%  

18 – 15 years = 3  

3 * 1.778% = 5.333% (percentage of population between 15 and 18 years old)  

“Population between 0 and 14 years of age (% of the total) | Data"  
“Population between 0 and 14 years of age (% of the total). World Bank staff estimates based on the age/sex 

distribution of the...” [https://datos.bancomundial.org /indicator/SP.POP.0014.TO.ZS, (2021 AD.)]  

“According to the “world bank” graph, 25% of the population are between 0 and 14 years of age.”  

World population forecast (2020-2050). See population projections for ... as of July 1, 2022; 7,964,598,586; there 

are inhabitants in the world.” [https://www.worldometers. info › world-population]  

REPORT SUMMARY:  
Between 0 and 14 years of age, 7,964,598,586 X 0.25 = 1,991,149,646  

From where; 1,991,149,646 / 14 = 142,224,974; by year  

Between 15 and 18 years of age, 7,964,598,586 x 0.05333 = 424,752,042  

From where; 424,752,042 / 3 = 141,584,014; by year  

Average; 14 and 15 years; = (142,224,974 + 141,584,014) / 2 = 141,904,494  



THEREFORE; between 0 and 18 years of age = 2,557,806,182  

“Aging and health”  

“Population group aged 60 and over will have risen from 1 billion in 2020 to 1.4 billion in 2030.” 

[https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ageing-and-health]  

1,000,000.000 – 2020  

1,400,000,000 – 2030  

Extrapolating to 2022, it gives 1,080,000,000  

THEN; between 0 y 18 years old there are 2,557,806,182 and over 60 years old 1,080,000,000, giving a total of 

3,637,806,182 inhabitants not fit for the army.  

SUBTRACTING: 7,964,598,586 - 3,637,806,182 = 4,326,792,404 inhabitants of the world, who could belong to 

the army.  

WHERE; 4,326,792,404 / 7,964,598,586 = 0.54325  

OF THE 25 COUNTRIES; 4,820,769,537 * 0.54325 = 2,618,883,050 of ablebodied inhabitants, THEREFORE; 

28,789,011 / 2,618,883,050 = 0.0109928  

THIS IS; in those 25 countries, 11 out of every thousand of able-bodied inhabitants belong to the army, with 

budgets onerous for any economy; without considering the indirect personnel and police; as well as, those who 

produce food, weapons, research for armies, etc.  
The United States of America, considered as the current empire, has: Population: 334,998,398, Military Personnel: 

1,832,000, Defense Budget: 770,000 million dollars. The 25 countries in this report have: Population 4,820,769,537, 

Military Personnel: 28,789,011 Defense Budget: 1,715,358 million dollars, that is 5.97 soldiers for every 1000 

inhabitants. [https://www.businessinsider.es/estos-son-25-ejercitos-maspoderosos-todo-mundo-193570, updated March 

14, 2022, Christopher Woody, Business Insider]  

REMARKS:  
Of the defense budgets in those 25 countries, the United States of America spends  

44.9%.  

“How many US soldiers and military bases are there in the world?”  
“The United States has 800 military bases in more than seventy countries around the world, according to data 

compiled by Professor David Vine...”  

[https://www.larazon.es/internacional/20211201/zsprjtf6gbcpzajeqwnqqwpkqy.html]  

"How many military bases does NATO have and in which countries are they?"  
“NATO has 37 military bases and commands in Europe, three in Turkey and two in the United States, for a total of 

42.” [https://www.larazon.es/internacional /20220629/ojh4x343yfdqvbdxcayep7javq.html]  

“Russian military bases abroad”  
“Russia has military bases in 9 countries: Belarus, Transnistria, Crimea, Syria,  

Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan.”  

 [https://anuariocidob.org/graficos/mapa-de-las-bases-militares-rusas-en-el-exterior/, (2015 AD.)]  

“China's global military posture: places, not bases.”  
[https://dialogo-americas.com/es/articles/china-military-stance-at-the-world-level-places-

notbases/#.YzG7uHbMI2w]  

REMARKS:  
NATO and the US have 842 bases in the world, Russia and China have 9; that is, NATO and the US have 93.56 

times more military bases than Russia and China.  

Has there been a referendum or consultation with the population of the country invaded by the military bases in its 

territory?  

Do people of each country, know the terms of the agreements or treaties on which these military bases were 

installed?  

NOTE: The amounts vary, depending on the source consulted, an aspect not relevant for the purpose of this article.  

"INTELLIGENT ECONOMIC ACTION”. Moved by greed, empires and ex- 

empires, in the last 50 years have industrially "sown" in foreign land, due to their arrogance of feeling themselves 

the administrators of the world and internally they created superfluous products according to their “category”, e.g., super 

luxury cars, beauty items and fashion promoters. And now they have to import many industrial products and 

components manufactured in other countries; such as hand tools, power tools, food and even a pin. In a major conflict, 

the interruption of the importation of these essential products would cause them a bigger problem than the country that 

stopped exporting.  

 IT WOULD BE GOOD TO LOSE THAT MENTAL BLINDNESS CAUSED BY GREED, POLITICAL 

POWER, CLASSISM, RACISM, HEAL MENTALLY AND MAKE PEACE.  
Russia and China are often pejoratively criticized (bulling), which have many rare and strange customs, implying 

that the "whites" are almost perfect. This shows ignorance of natural diversity or their arrogance to feel superior.  



How many times have Russia or China tried to invade the West militarily and how many times has it been the other 

way around?  

“When you notice that in order to produce you need to obtain authorization from those who do not produce 

anything; when you verify that the money flows towards those who do not traffic with goods but with favors; when you 

perceive that many get rich through bribery and influence more than through their work and that the laws do not protect 

you against them; but on the contrary, it is they who are protected against you; when you discover that corruption is 

rewarded and honesty becomes a selfsacrifice, then you can say, without fear of being wrong, that your society is 

doomed.” [Ayn Rand, in 1950, (Alissa Zinovievna), 1905-1982]  

REMARKS:  
Ayn Rand in 1950 AD., she states that honesty is a self-sacrifice and the dishonest get rich, implicitly referring to 

politicians; one more comment in favor of “Anthropoecology”, that defines greed as a mental illness.  

"Does the military industry create a lot of jobs?"  
“The usual argument to justify the military industry, in the face of criticism from pacifist and antimilitarist groups, 

is the creation of wealth and the generation of many jobs. It is known that the military industry, especially the American 

one, generates great economic benefits. Benefits; however, that only end up in the hands of the respective directors and 

investors. But the fact that this industrial activity has enormous economic benefits does not invalidate the fact that it is 

an activity that can be criticized from an ethical point of view.” [http://centredelas.org/actualitat/la-industriamilitar-

crea-many-posts-of-work/?lang=es]  

REMARKS:  
It seems that for this organization (centredelas.org), generating such a source of work is more important than the 

life of any human being, violating all human rights. It is evident that all those who obtain economic gains from any 

superfluous or negative activity will defend and pretend to justify its existence.  

By saying: “it does not invalidate that it is an activity that can be criticized from an ethical point of view”. They 

are too polite for themselves, which from the point of view of "Anthropoecology", is to be mentally ill.  

Aren't these irrefutable proofs that we have become MENTALLY ILL?  

The soldier's life is inhibited by dedicating him to a negative, oppressive and destructive task due to greed. The 

invaded territory is inhibited from life by not allowing its development, freedom and independence. Once a country or 

territory has been invaded economically or militarily and the establishment of international companies and large 

commercial chains, these inhibit the productive sector, not allowing decent salary increases and in other cases, 

perversely devaluing the currency to reduce the hour/man cost.  

“5 OF THE 10 GREATEST EMPIRE IN HISTORY”  

5. “Qing Dynasty: The Last of China's Dynasties”  
“Established in 1636 and ruled over China from 1644-1912. succeeded by the current Republic of China. It came 

to cover 11,500,000 km² of land, almost 10% of the Earth's mass."  

4. “Spanish Empire: It was one of the first world empires”  
“The empire reached 20 million km2, more than 13% of the mass of the Earth. It had 68.2 million inhabitants 

between 1740 and 1790, 12% of the world population.”  

3. “Russian Empire: It lasted almost 200 years”  
“Russian Empire is the name given to Russia between 1721 and 1917. At the end of the 19th century, the empire 

comprised 22,800,000 km² of land, more than 15% of the Earth's mass. In 1914, the Russian Empire was divided into 81 

provinces (oblast) and 20 regions (gubernis). The empire had 176.4 million inhabitants in 1913, more than 9% of the 

world's population. More than 100 different ethnic groups coexisted in the empire (the Russian ethnic groups made up 

44% of the population).”  

2. “Mongol Empire: The largest empire in continuous territories”  
“It was founded by Genghis Khan in the year 1206 and it came to cover 24,000,000 km² of land, more than 16% of 

the Earth's mass. A population of more than 110 million inhabitants between 1270 and 1309, more than 25% of the 

world population.”  

1. “British Empire: It was the greatest empire the world had ever seen”  
“The British Empire, comprised the dominions, colonies, protectorates and other territories governed or 

administered by the United Kingdom between the 16th and 20th centuries, until the year 1949.  

Until the first decades of the 20th century, British Empire encompassed a population of about 458 million people, 

more than 20% of the world's population. It covered a territory of 33,700,000 km², more than 22% of the mass of the 

Earth.” [https://megaricos.com/2019/02/17 /the-10-greatest-empires-in-the-history-of-the-world/]  

“9 ATROCITIES OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE”  

1. “The Irish Potato Famine 1845-1849.”  

2. “Slave trade beginning in 1562.”  

3. “The partition of India in 1940 into Pakistan and India with the potential to cause mass displacement and 

ethnic violence, with a border that made no sense; ethnic or geographic causing 500,000 deaths.”  



4. “Boer concentration camps, South Africa, in one year 27,927 died.”  

5. “Opium Wars between China and Great Britain between 1839 and 1842.”  

6. “The Massacre at Amritsar, India, at Jallianwala Gardens, April 13, 1919.”  

7. “British Expedition to Invade Tibet 1903-1904.”  

8. “Invasion of Australia in 1768, on the pretext that it was ‘terra nobis’ (without owners).”  

9. “The Mau Mau uprising in Kenya in the 1950s arrested 1,500,000 people and placed them in concentration 

camps, making them work as slaves, murder, torture and sexual assault.” [https://youtu.be/Gdo39inkTfw?t=16]  

REMARKS:  
In territories invaded by British empire, in none of the cases did they mix with native inhabitants because they 

considered them inferior. In territories that today (2022 AD.) are the United States of America, Australia, New Zealand, 

they almost exterminated native inhabitants.  

Another atrocity was the Battle of Omdurman  
“The Battle of Omdurman took place on September 2, 1898 near Khartoum, central Sudan. Churchill called it "the 

most successful triumph ever achieved by the weapons of science over barbarism." the consequences were decisive for 

British control of the entire Nile Valley.”  

“The victory was enthusiastically received in Britain, and Kitchener became a folk hero (although he too received 

some criticism from the press for the murder of the wounded dervishes).”  

“Consequences: 48 killed and 434 wounded in the Anglo-Egyptian army. On the dervish side 9,700 dead, 10,000-

16,000 wounded and 5,000 prisoners.” [https://curios fera -historia.com/batalla-de-omdurman/]  

REMARKS:  
Mr. Churchill said: "the most successful triumph ever achieved by the weapons of science over barbarism." Who 

are the barbarians? If he himself is saying it; "by the weapons of science", the British had new weapons and the 

dervishes did not. If the wounded were killed, then 25,700 died. Normally classists and barbarians, criticize others 

for what they themselves are.  

INFORMATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BRITISH EMPIRE  
“In total, the British Empire had 82 invaded territories, in Africa 23, America 21,  

Asia 21, Europe 5, Oceania 12. It had some 458 million inhabitants. The flag of the British Empire, Combines the 

colors and shapes of the crosses of the patron saints of  

England (Saint George), Scotland (Saint Andrew) and Northern Ireland (Saint Patrick).”  

“After having lost most of its overseas territories in 20th century, government of Great Britain maintains as part of 

its commonwealth the following 18 overseas territories: Anguilla, Bermuda, South Georgia and the South Sandwich 

Islands, Cayman Islands , Falkland Islands, Turks and Caicos Islands, Pitcairn Islands,  

Montserrat, Gibraltar, British Virgin Islands, Saint Helena, Ascension, Tristan da Cunha, Isle of Man, Baliazgo of 

Jersey, British Antarctic Territory (Antarctic Treaty limitations), Chagos Archipelago (disputed), Sovereign Bases on 

the island of Cyprus.” [https://www.caracteristicas.co/british-empire/#Territories_that_compose_the _British _Empire]  

REMARKS:  
It is a double-faced, that the flag of British Empire, Combines the colors and shapes of the crosses of patron saints 

of England (Saint George), Scotland (Saint Andrew) and  

Northern Ireland (Saint Patrick)  

Obviously, imperialists do not care about anyone's life, they only care about their power and wealth, greed, 

blindness and closedness that have made them mentally ill, are the cause of the greatest waste of lives/human-being. The 

miser takes advantage of all those around them. Monarchies are class-oriented and discriminatory because of the power 

they assign to themselves; they feel the chosen and privileged ones.  

 “Only among good people can friendship exist, since wicked people only have accomplices; interested people have 

partners; political people have supporters; royal people have courtiers; Only good people have friends." [Francois-

Marie Arouet, Voltaire]  

  

 REPRESSIVE COMMON ACTIONS OF THE EMPIRES  

That some of them have been applied equally within their society  

sexual assaults  enslaving  

Threatening  making concentration camps  

Arresting  making leonine treaties  

Murdering  Abusing children, women and men  

Causing famines  Massacring  

Blackmailing  Granting passports to citizens to move in their own territory  



Collecting unpayable taxes  Bribing  

Controlling and manipulating the economy  Covert terrorism  

Random executions  Torturing  

chaining  hard labor  

Lying  Using pretexts to impose conditions  

Imprisoning  Vengeance  
  

ABANDONMENT OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE  
“All empires know that by being in control of agricultural production they are in control of all other aspects of 

their subjugated.”  

“The most effective way to subdue another human being is through starvation. And the most effective way to 

maintain control is to “give him the fish and not teach him  

how to fish” [popular saying].  

“Having turned agriculture into a business and not as a philosophy of life, has been a great mistake of human 

being, as a species.”  

“The food in the next holocaust will be human flesh.” [Anthropoecology]  

Autarky will avoid many problems. Until the end of the IXX century AD. there was not much movement of food at 

country or global level.  

How often does a municipal president visit his peasants directly in their fields to see what they need?  

A farmer, with tens of thousands of hectares (let's say 98,000 hectares, or more), to have better control and earn as 

much as possible, produces very little variety of products or perhaps only one, being a monoculture; having several 

consequences, it inhibits the capacity of the soil, after several crops, needing artificial fertilizers to produce, promotes 

the use of insecticides, limits or eliminates creativity of tens or hundreds of small farmers, as well as the variety of 

products for local food balanced and not for export, affecting the autonomous way of life of local farmers, perhaps 

forcing them to emigrate.  

The small farmer must have small, maneuverable and cheap equipment that makes production more efficient but 

also requires his labor.  

A country that is self-sufficient in agriculture, that does not import anything that it can produce, with small and 

medium farmers, where each community produces per capita what it consumes, will have a minimum of social 

problems.  

If we talk about social levels; the farmer must be at the highest level, since he provides food for both the humble 

and the arrogant without distinction. Not so the one who negotiates with food.  

It is mistakenly assumed that the child born in the countryside is a born farmer; and this is not the case. The 

human being has to learn everything, including the discipline of work, from sharpening a tool, repairing small equipment 

and of course agriculture.  

"Paris Agreement on climate change"  
“The Paris Agreement: To address climate change and its negative impacts, world leaders at the United Nations 

Climate Change Conference (COP21) in Paris made another breakthrough on December 12, 2015 with the historic 

Paris Agreement.” “The Agreement establishes long-term goals as a guide for all nations:  

Substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions to limit global temperature rise this century to 2°C and strive to 

limit this increase to even more than just 1.5°C.” [https://www.un.org/es/climatechange /paris-agreement]  

“Donald Trump announces that the United States will leave the Paris Agreement on climate change. Trump 

affirmed that his country will ask to renegotiate the treaty "on fair terms for the United States." “This Thursday, the 

president announced that the US will withdraw from the Paris Agreement on climate change approved by 195 countries 

in December 2015.” [https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-internacional-40124921, June 1, 2017]  

REMARKS:  
It is a waste, because it is done knowing that what is agreed upon will be obeyed as little as possible. And when to 

the empire in turn, it does not "convenience" to its particular interests, it simply abandons it. Imperialists, in general, are 

brazen, they do not honor their written signature, much less their word, they only obey their greed, due to their mental 

illness, this does not exclude many of their subjugated who support them.  

ROUTINE DAILY ACTIVITIES AND ATTITUDES THAT ARE A WASTE  
There are some activities that we are very used to, which by themselves are wasteful and happen daily.  

“New report on the global status of alcohol and health 2018.”  
 “Summary and some conclusions of the report: the comorbidity of alcohol and tobacco dependence is strong and 

evidenced. About 2.3 billion people are heavy drinkers. More than half of the population in three WHO regions of 

America, Europe and the Pacific Ocean consume it. 25.5% is not registered in the official statistics.”  



 “In the world, more than a quarter (26.5%) of young people between 15-19 years old are drinkers, which 

represents 155 million adolescents. Europe (43.8%), America (38.2%) and the Western Pacific (37.9%). by 2025, total 

alcohol consumption per capita in people aged 15 and over is projected to increase in these Regions.  

“In 2016, the harmful use of alcohol caused around 3 million deaths (5.3% of all deaths) worldwide and was 

attributed 132.6 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), or, 5.1% of all YHLLs (Years of Healthy Life Lost) in 

that year. Mortality resulting from alcohol consumption is higher than that caused by diseases such as tuberculosis, 

HIV/AIDS and diabetes.”  
“Most countries have some kind of restriction on beer advertising, with outright bans on national television and 

radio. In almost half of the countries there are no restrictions on the Internet and social networks, current projections 

point to an increase in per capita consumption in the next 10 years that will prevent reaching the target of a 10% rate 

reduction by 2025, unless effective measures are implemented”  

“Among the challenges to reducing the harmful use of alcohol are low levels of political commitment and the 

influence of powerful business interests.” [World Health  

Organization (WHO) https://www.infocop.es/view article.asp? id=7690, Infocop | 11/20/2018]  

REMARKS:  
“It says: 10% rate reduction by 2025, unless effective measures are implemented.” From the point of view of 

Anthropoecology, the most effective measure will be a positive formative education. But that is not talked about 

and it does not leave profits.  
Production of fermented beverages is historical, but previously it was ceremonial and therefore temporary and not 

commercialized. Availability due to mass production, commercialization with inductive advertising, tends to increase 

excessive consumption, becoming a vice. Causing resources and billions of hours/men lost, which together, are millions 

of lives/human-being. And as usual, the biggest obstacle to actions that benefit society are economic and political 

interests.  

“Tobacco use in today's world.”  

"Data and numbers.”  
• “Tobacco kills up to half of the people who use it.”  

• “Every year, more than 8 million people die. More than 7 million of these deaths are due to direct tobacco use 

and about 1.2 million non-smokers due to exposure to secondhand smoke.”  

• “More than 80% of the world's 1.3 billion tobacco users live in low- and middleincome countries.”  

• “In 2020, 22.3% of the world's population used tobacco, specifically 36.7% of all men and 7.8% of women.”  

• “In 2003, the WHO Framework Convention for Tobacco Control was adopted, which has been ratified by 182 

countries.”  

• “The measures have been shown to save lives and reduce costs derived from health spending.”  

“Tobacco advertising.”  
“Total bans on direct and indirect tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship can reduce tobacco use.”  

“Taxes.”  
“It is estimated that a 10% increase in the price of tobacco reduces consumption by about 4% in high-income 

countries and by about 5% in low- and middle-income countries.”  

“Tobacco industry often argues that high taxes on tobacco products lead to tax evasion and illicit trade.” 

[https://www.google.com/search?q=el+tabaquismo+en+el+mundo +actual&ei=GAOcYtOrH-

ig_Qab_biIAg&ved=0ahUKEwjTl_PxkJX4AhVoUN8KHZs-, 05-252022]  

REMARKS:  
As with alcohol, cultivation of tobacco is historical and the consequences of its abuse are similar. Millions of 

lives/human-being lost.  

“In 2003, the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control was adopted, which has been ratified by 182 

countries.” Like many agreements and conventions, if they do not suit the particular interests of a country or company, 

they are sneakily evaded.  

OTHER ATTITUDES  

"I don't understand why so many people are ashamed of their body and no one is ashamed of their mind." 

[Credits to the author, (WhatsApp)]  

The current formative education and the media, give more value to the cult of beauty and fashion, excessive 

superfluous and banal personal grooming and "how much you have, so much is worth". And to achieve that, the mental 

processes do not matter, since being greedier, more achievements will be had.  

All those human beings who are dedicated to creating and perpetuating gossip, intrigues and lies in politics, in the 

neighborhood, at work, in the national and international media, etc. accumulating their time, they are wasted 

lives/human-being and broken coexistence. In many social groups, there are no talks to eliminate gossip and intrigue, 

that could help improve relations between citizens.  

When society evades its responsibility and only points or blames any level of government, forgetting that the 

greedy, corrupt, extortionist, hoarder, thief, vicious, drug trafficker, drug addict, classist, racist, get in line, a job poorly 



done, advantageous and deceitful marketing, etc., belong to it. These attitudes and activities cause wasted time and 

resources, which can represent many wasted lives/human-being.  

Prisoners with the current policies waste their time, they are held without doing any productive activity, they are 

not taught any craftsmanship that they can exercise in prison, that allows them to survive and help support their family 

and that when they leave, they have a craftsmanship that allows them to work and insert themselves properly into 

society.  

What is the reason why there are not educational programs for prisoners?  

Sports have ceased to be an honor in competition, to become a lucrative business, which together with alcoholic 

beverages, are highly promoted by the media, wasting many lives/human-being by people who make sports a spectacle. 

People are so pierced with emotion that they do not realize that they are exploited and fanatically believe that they enjoy 

it, wasting thousands or millions of lives/human-being for the followers and fans, as well as the superfluous items that 

are generated. Fanaticism reaches the fights and in some cases deaths. What is currently promoted is the sporting 

spectacle and not healthy physical activity for society.  

In shows such as music, film and television, many want it for fame and money, but very few have the privilege of 

reaching the top. The vast majority remain in limbo, perhaps dreaming all their lives of achieving fame, some from 

childhood dream and work on it without reaching the goal.  

How many lives/human-being are wasted on these concepts?  

In order to be exhibited on social networks, circus-like acts are performed, "incredible" dangerous and silly, 

resulting in death in some cases, this is equated with extreme sports. It seems that people every day want to show off and 

“prove” that they are different and better than others, but in actions that are irrelevant and possibly negative for their 

own development.  

Private security necessary due to social breakdown and convenient for some as a lucrative business. How many 

lives/human-being are in this activity? That, with a healthy society, would be unnecessary.  

Thefts and frauds, committed by some members of society and the government, need accomplices and scapegoats. 

Wasting lives/human-being of society.  

Countless lives/human-being wasted as humanity, were and are used by a few to accumulate wealth.  

E.g. “slavery in the United States of America (1619 - 1865, discriminated against until 1960 AD.), where the 

payment was bad food and death if they disobeyed.”  

[https://ikonomultimedia.es/esclavitud-en-estados-unidos-breve-historia/]  

“In Mexico at the time of the landowners, which increased in the Porfiriato (1876 – 1880, 1884 – 1911AD.) with 

poverty wages and miser stores, in all the productive activities of the time.” 

[https://www.mexicodesconocido.com.mx/presidentes-de-mexico.html] These are just two examples out of many in the 

world.  

Excesses in behavior are wasteful, when others lack almost everything of everything.  
E.g: "Sex in the heights: a 45-minute flight in a private plane that 'avoids divorces.” 

[https://espanol.yahoo.com/vida-estilo/puedes-pertenecer-mile-high-club-142902481.html]  

REMARKS:  
Will this action prevent divorces?  

Some individuals are using more space and resources than they need to live, because technological facilitators and 

the concentrated economy allow it and the more, they have, they feel superior to others and therefore there is more 

waste.  

Unheard leadership.  
Some world leaders, considering the economy more important than the elderly, implicitly saying that they are a 

waste, being themselves old people when they expressed it. But they say nothing about the waste of consumerism 

and pollution, neither of a positive formative education.  
“Texas Republican Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick; said, older people (like him) should be willing to sacrifice 

for America's future." (Age 72 years, in 2022 AD.  

[https://www.google.com/search?q=dan+patrick+Texas&ei=…]),  [https://www.eltiempo.com/ 

mundo/eeuu-y-canada/dan-patrick-says-seniors-should-sacrifice-for-united-states-476492,  March 24, 2020]  

In 2017 AD. Christine Lagarde, being director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), for whom "people live 

longer than expected", sows’ chaos in the world stock markets. (Age 66 years, in 2022 AD. 

[https://www.google.com/search?q=Christine  

+lagarde&ei=...]), [https://diario16.com/lagarde-para-quien-la-gente-lives-longer-than-expectedsows-chaos-in-

the-world-stock-markets/, José Antequera, Wednesday, April 8, 2020]  

Taro Aso, Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister of Japan, did not shake his voice when he asked millions 

of elderly compatriots to do harakiri to balance the accounts of the most deficit developed country. (age 81 years, in 

2022 AD.  

[https://www.google.com/search?q=tar%C5%8D+as%C5%8D&ei=…]),  [https://elpais.com/ international/ 

2013/01/26/ news/ 1359215970_213614.html, Georgina Higueras]  



REMARKS:  
These expressions clearly show that for some of those who hold power, both economic and political, economic 

gains are much more important than the lives of human beings. With its very few and honorable exceptions.  

It is a true senselessness to affirm that the old ones are a waste; however, here there are three good 

candidates, who have not had the courage to keep their word (as politicians and the corrupt usually do not 

comply) to greatly help the world economy. Don't forget to invite your peers and your friends the billionaires, the 

vast majority of whom are old.  

With the current mentality (2022 AD.) there will be more money to build more and better weapons of war.  
At this time, (2022 AD.) some desire that old ones, in one way or another, disappear from the face of the earth. 

Another fact where human life does not matter is abortion, which with many contradictions, is already a fact in many 

countries.  

How many lives/human beings are wasted on abortion?  

“March so that they authorize you to kill your own daughter inside your womb and then ask for #niunamenos. 

(#nooneless) WHAT A THING, NO?" [LAW FIRM  

ALMANZAR C & ASOC. (Facebook)].  

Is this the limit of mental illness?  
How to make billionaires understand that with 5% of their fortune, they would live just as they do, without 

accumulating and accumulating?  

As with abortion, hopefully and the day will not come when a law forces the elderly of "xx" years to apply 

euthanasia.  

REFLECTION OF CARL SAGAN  

“In 1990 AD. When the Voyager 1 probe was preparing to leave the solar system, Carl Sagan proposed to NASA to 

turn the spacecraft one last time and take the most distant photo of our planet at 6 billion kilometers. Carl Sagan 

baptized it as "the pale blue dot", "the pale blue dot" and said these words for history.  

“From this far distant point, the land may be of no special interest; but, for us it is different, let us consider that 

point again; that is here, that is our home, that is us; in it, everyone you love, everyone you know, everyone you have 

ever heard of, all human beings who have ever lived, lived there their lives, all of our joys and sufferings, thousands of 

trusting religions, ideologies and doctrines economics, every hunter and gatherer, every hero and coward, every creator 

and destroyer of civilizations, every king and commoner, every young couple in love, every mother and father, hopeful 

child, inventor and explorer, every moral builder, every corrupt politician, every "superstar", every supreme leader, 

every saint and sinner, in the history of our species, lived there, on a speck of dust suspended in a sunbeam, the earth is 

a tiny stage in a vast cosmic arena, think about the rivers of blood spilled by all those generals and emperors so that in 

glory and triumph, they could become momentary masters of a fraction of a point. Think of the endless cruel visits from 

the inhabitants of one part of this pixel to the almost indistinguishable inhabitants of every other part, the frequency of 

their misunderstandings, the eagerness to kill each other, the fervor of their hatreds, our stance, our imagined self-

importance, the delusion of having a privileged position in the universe, (in your locality or the world) they are 

challenged by that point of pale light, our planet is a lonely speck in this immense enveloping cosmic darkness; coupled 

with our darkness, in all that immense vastness there is no indication that help will come from somewhere to save 

ourselves. Earth is the only world known so far capable of supporting life, there is no other place, at least in the near 

future, where our species can migrate. Visit? Yes, settle down? Not yet, whether we like it or not, at the moment the 

earth is where we are, it has been said that astronomy is an experience that builds character and humility, perhaps 

there is no better demonstration of the stupidity of human prejudice than this distant image of our tiny world; To me, 

it underscores our responsibility to treat each other kindlier and to preserve and care for the pale blue dot, the only 

home we've ever known.  
[Carl Sagan 1934-1996 AD. https://youtu.be/F3eH_twjIS8?t=44]  

REMARKS:  
There have been many voices and few ears.  

"In all that immense vastness there is no hint that help will come from somewhere to save ourselves." This 

hopeless reflection of Dr. Carl Sagan is an indicator that we have not been able to achieve peace and coexist peacefully.  

The false illusion of inhabiting a planet that by nature does not support life like Mars is a waste of resources and 

lives/human-being and if you try, they will be real lives.  

IT SEEMS THAT WE BELIEVE THAT WE ARE CAPABLE OF BUILDING A NATURE TO LIVE IN, WHEN 

A NATURE MUST EXIST FIRST AND THEN IT WILL GIVE LIFE.  

 CONCLUSIONS  

1. When a species has no predator, it grows uncontrollably, damaging the ecosystem. The human being is 

making that mistake and at the same time has been his own predator.  

2. It is often said that animals only lack to talk, [Popular saying]. as well as the earth, only the greedy who suffer 

from MENTAL BLINDNESS do not want to listen to it. THE EARTH DOESN'T NEED US TO TAKE CARE OF IT.  



3. Europeans and their heirs, North Americans, their greed, arrogance, classism and discrimination, do not allow 

them to act with humility and recognize that others have the same rights to life and the riches of this earthly paradise by 

nature and hell because of our nefarious attitude.  
4. An empire, by installing military bases in other countries, or moving its army to foreign territories, is promoting 

the creation of enemies. Europe, which was once many empires and they stopped fighting among themselves. Today 

(2022 AD.) is invaded by the military bases of the United States of America and there could be much of the next war.  

5. There are only two ways for Europe to solve its food and energy problems. Peacefully where everyone wins 

or through invasive or commercial imperialism, as it has been until now, but as empires have never been eternal, the 

problems are more than evident.  

6. For those who hold power, both economic and political, they think that economic gains are much more 

important than the lives of human beings.  

7. The only way to achieve peace, which is so hypocritically proclaimed, is to stop being greedy, arrogant, 

discriminatory and classist, (these are characteristics of the imperialists). "a fight not even won is good." [Popular 

saying] History has proven it many times.  

8. Material waste is caused by the vanity of human being promoted by fashion and classism, coupled with the fact 

that products are designed to be used and thrown away instead of being reused, repaired and finally recycled.  

9. Greed and corruption are obsessive and can be compared to a vice, they are always thinking of being richer at 

any cost. The corrupt think that we are all the same as them. The cost of greed and corruption is equivalent to the theft of 

the resource of many lives/human-being  

10. In some reports on the desalination of sea water they mention the costs and the “pollution”; but, when it 

comes to weapons production, costs and pollution don't matter.  

11. By the costs of maintaining an army, more money is spent to kill a human being, than it would cost to 

feed and drink.  

12. The reason why evil prevails over goodness is because we have become mentally ill.  
13. The middle class and even those who earn less in rich and poor countries, their salary is not enough because 

they have fallen into the trap of consumerism and waste. By avoiding this trap, they will be able to save more and reduce 

their consumer stress. Rich citizens waste on superfluous things.  

14. In cartoons, songs, movies, aggression is taught to children. And what is worse, we advise them not to 

trust anyone.  
15. The excesses in amusement machines such as video games on computers, television and cell phones is a waste 

of time and resources for the user and profit for its promoters.  

16. Cell phones and computers with social networks accumulate a large amount of totally irrelevant information, 

false news and unfortunately the positive information is not taken into account.  

17. The COVID 19 pandemic clearly showed which activities of human being are superfluous, since the economy 

"came down" for this reason. Only superfluous or non-essential products need advertising and sometimes it is perverse.  

18. The propaganda of superfluous articles makes us confuse exaltation and exacerbation with performance and 

development.  

19. It is obvious that the criminal who is in jail is wasting his life, but the active criminal, including the white-collar 

ones, causes the waste of other people's lives, even murdering them so that they do not discover their misdeeds.  

20. The waste of life of a soldier or a slave is evident, but not so that of workers exploited with poverty wages by 

landowners, large companies, mining, drug trafficking, among other activities in some countries.  

21. Renewable and non-renewable natural resources are exploited indiscriminately, instead of working in 

accordance with nature.  

22. In shootings only gun control is falsely talked about, but nothing or very little about positive formative 

education at all levels of society. Because education implies assuming responsibilities at all levels of society and the 

rulers. The latter does not leave economic gains.  

23. Existential niche that human being needs as an animal is very small; as well as our capacity for action. But, 

covets more because of its greed.  

24. If we heal mentally, the leaders will remain the same and with enough wealth to live as they currently do. 

Money comes alone when honest and persevering work is done.  

25. If we had lived Anthropoecologically, we would already have thousands of years of technological and social 

progress and we would have taken advantage of the lost technologies. Perpetuating life on earth, instead of dreaming of 

inhabiting another planet, because we will have destroyed our own before time. IF WE HEAL MENTALLY, WE ARE 

STILL ON TIME, ALTHOUGH EVERY DAY WILL COST US MORE.  
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